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"We write to taste life twice." ~ Anais Nin
I've been tasting a lot of life over the last month! I took an online writing class
about "braided narratives," which weave different threads of a story, like a
rope or braid, to create a cohesive narrative. It's a challenging, but fun, form.

Again: Surviving Cancer
Twice with Love and
Lists, a Memoir is
forthcoming from
Köehler Books in late
2020. Learn more.

To start, think of a significant life event and write about it for five to ten
minutes, using as much sensory detail as possible. Write no more than 200
words.
Next, write about an earlier memory that's similar for the same amount of
time and same word count.
Then, think about these memories or life events in another "language." Look
at history, science, art, philosophy, folklore, mythology, literature, or even law.
Wikipedia is a great tool for this step. Again write for five to ten minutes and
no more than 200 words.
Last, take a look at the threads and search out the connections. Play with the
strands until themes emerge. Then, weave them together in a cohesive
pattern until the story resonates.

WHY DO WE HOLD ON
TO STUFF?

What stuff do you hold on to? What stories would
those items tell?

At the beginning of the sheltering in place, I, like
many I imagine, went on a Marie Kondo worthy
spree of reorganizing and purging. In the course
of sorting through closets, drawers, the pantry,
and my bookshelves, I came across old photos
and remembrances from long-ago travels.

What would the collection of Belleek china your
grandmother brought home from Ireland have to
say? What about that old photo of the sternlooking woman who's said to be a distant
relative? The collection of vintage pharmacy
bottles? That old clock?

I found a carved beaver figure from a trip to New
Mexico. It's said to represent achievement, hard
work, and family unity. I put him on my desk
where I write. I stumbled on tiny figurines of
kittens from a beloved aunt who would take them
down from a display shelf and let me hold them
when I was a young girl.

What are their stories? What was the happiest
memory of that distant relative? Even if no one
wants the stuff, write the story of why you kept it,
and what did you learn from having kept it for so
long?
Happy Writing!

IT TAKES ONLY A SINGLE MATCH TO LIGHT THE DARKNESS. YOU HOLD THE LIGHT IN YOUR HEARTS
AND MINDS. DON'T BE AFRAID TO SHINE.
CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 2020!

